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ABSTRACT
This paper presents some experimental results on the com-
parison of performances for different kinds of 3D interaction
tasks (travel, manipulation), when using either a standard
desktop display or a large immersive display. The main re-
sults of our experimentation are the following: first, not all
users benefit similarly from the use of large displays, and
second, the gains of performance strongly depend on the
nature of the interaction task. To explain these results, we
borrow some tools from cognitive science in order to identify
one cognitive factor (visual attention) that are involved in
the difference of performance that can be observed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User interfaces]: ergonomics—evaluation / method-
ology, user-centered design, graphical user interfaces; .; J.4
[Social and behavioral sciences]: psychology

General Terms
Human Factors

Keywords
Virtual reality, interaction, display size, visual attention,
cognitive aids

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality is undoubtedly a field that can greatly ben-
efit from a merge of knowledge coming both from computer
science and cognitive science. Cognitive scientists are in-
terested in the use of state-of-the-art visualization and in-
teraction devices (e.g. immersive displays, haptic devices)
to better understand some cognitive processes [7]. On the
other hand, computer scientists are interested in develop-
ing some novel input/output devices that better account for
some of these cognitive processes [11]. The quality of a novel

device can be related to many different subjective parame-
ters: user satisfaction, ease of use, steepness of the learning
curve, etc. These subjective parameters are difficult to eval-
uate. Cognitive science provides some well established tools
to quantify others objectives parameters, based on several
measurable cognitive factors such as memory, perceptual or
motor abilities. Understanding users’ can permit to predict
users’ performances [5, 6] and therefore to adapt virtual re-
ality interactive tools.

In this paper, we present some experimental results about
the difference of performance that can be observed when
some 3D interaction task is done either in front of a large
display (in our case, a 4x3m hemispherical wall) or a stan-
dard 15” TFT display. Although researchers have previously
realized that when a display exceeds a certain size, it be-
comes qualitatively different [12], little work has been done
to systematically quantify these benefits. Most studies have
assumed that large displays fill a greater percentage of the
viewer’s visual field, physical display size is often confused
with users’ visual angle or field of view. Only few authors fo-
cus on the impact of large displays when user’s visual angle
is maintained constant [8, 14, 15, 13]. Even with a constant
visual ange front of large displays or desktop monitor, some
differences of performances are observed. In this paper, we
are interested in exploring this phenomenon. For example,
Tan et al. [14, 15, 13] have shown that the benefit of using
a large display strongly depends on the kind of tasks per-
formed on it: spatial orientation, path integration tasks do
benefit from large displays, whereas reading comprehension,
mental rotation tasks do not. Most studies focus on naviga-
tion tasks and more precisely on the cognitive component of
the navigation: the construction of a cognitive map [8, 15].
In the present study, we propose to go a step further and try
so find the impact of large displays on 3D simple interactive
tasks such as travel (motor component of the navigation)
and manipulation tasks that have received less attention.
The cognitive component of the navigation is not studied in
this article.

We will concentrate on travel and manipulation tasks be-
cause it is important to understand the basic components of
any 3D interactive application. We expect to identify some
predictive cognitive factors involved in the performance of
3D interaction in front of large displays. With such knowl-
edge, computer scientists may then propose specialized in-



terfaces that match the users. The argumentation for the
settlement of a large display could therefore be based on the
nature of the tasks and the specific abilities of the users.

This paper is organized in three sections. In the first section,
we motivate our choices for the cognitive factors and provide
some definitions for the experimentation. The second sec-
tion gives the technical description of the experimentation
we led. Finally, the last section provides and discusses some
experimental results.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Preliminary definitions
As said, we have led a comparative study between perfor-
mances of 3D interactive tasks in front of either a standard
15” TFT monitor, or a large 4x3m hemispherical display. To
isolate the display size factor, we always work with constant
visual angles in both configurations. Angles are maintained
constant by varying the distance of the user to the screen.
This means that the perceived image has the same size in
both configurations. Despite this equivalent perceived im-
age, several differences in the performances have been ob-
served [8, 14, 15, 13]. Like others authors before us, we want
to understand those differences.

2.2 Related works
The works that are the most closely related to ours have
been done respectively by Patrick et al. [8] and Tan et al.
[14, 15, 13]. A major paper [8] is a comparative study made
between classical desktop monitors, large displays (3.35 x
2.30m) and head-mounted displays (HMD). For each of the
three devices, the quality of the cognitive map reproduced
after some navigation in a virtual environment is measured.
Patrick et al. observed that performances are better in front
of a large display than in front of a desktop monitor. In a
series of paper, Tan et al. [14, 15, 13] moderated this global
appreciation by observing that some tasks do not take any
advantage of large displays. Tan et al showed that a reading
comprehension task or a mental rotation task do not profit
of large display whereas during a spatial orientation task or
a path integration, users performed better on large displays.

To explain the gain of performance in front of large dis-
plays, Patrick states that ”It is possible that a large image
engenders more presence by tricking a person’s perceptual
systems into thinking they are really there”. Presence is of-
ten defined in the field of virtual reality as a subjective sen-
sation of being inside a virtual environment (see [10] for a
review). Tan also invokes presence and nature of the tasks;
he states that presence is stronger in front of large displays
which allow the user to employ egocentric strategies that
are more efficient. The major hypothesis of Tan et al. is
that large displays have a positive impact on performance
for egocentric tasks (such as orientation and path integra-
tion tasks) whereas exocentric tasks (mental rotation and
reading comprehension) do not profit of large displays.

In coherence with the existing literature, we assume that
large displays have a positive impact on 3D egocentric in-
teraction tasks providing a presence feeling. But with our
study, we propose to go a step further than Patrick’s and
Tan’s conclusion, and assume that gains of performance may

also depend on user’s profile. So to understand the differ-
ences in performance, we propose to characterize each user
with some appropriate cognitive factors that has to be de-
termined (see in section 2.3). We hope that the chosen cog-
nitive factor will predict how much a given user can take
advantage of large displays. This measurable cognitive fac-
tor will thus offer an alternative to the sensation of presence
as an explicative factor for positive impact of large displays.

2.3 Selective Attention as a predictive cogni-
tive factor

The major hypothesis of Tan and Patrick to explain positive
impact of large displays on performances is the presence feel-
ing. According to some authors [4, 16], this presence feeling
in a virtual environment may have aspects similar to the con-
cept of selective attention which refers to focus on selected
information that is meaningful [16]. And presence can be
defined as depending on the ability to focus on a meaning-
ful, coherent virtual environment. Thus we can assume that
presence and visual attention are linked. Moreover, some
experimental studies showed the link between attention and
virtual reality performances. For example, Arthur et al.
[2] showed that performances in ”Space Fortress” (a video
game-like simulator of dynamic flight) can be partially de-
termined by the level of attention skills. He also proved that
the visual attention factor is a robust predictor of the user
performances in the case of perceptual-motor tasks. Ro-
bustness means that the influence of this factor is stable
through practice. As we have identified 3D interaction as
a complex perceptual-motor task, we can assume according
to Arthur’s study, that the visual attention factor may be
relevant to study. In the same way, Allen [1] studied cor-
relations between visual attention abilities measured with
spatial scanning and perceptual tests and performances in
data mining search. Allen showed correlations between at-
tention abilities of users and their favourite graphical repre-
sentation. Users with low level of spatial scanning preferred
to use a multi-window interface while users with high level
of spatial scanning rather used a single window interface.

Depending on these empirical studies and this hypothesis
linking presence and selective attention, we made the hy-
pothesis that selective attention abilities can be linked with
performances on virtual reality. More precisely, we focus on
selective visual attention, which is the ability to select visual
information [9]. For example, in everyday life, this ability
is related to the capacity of a subject to rapidly detect a
given small set of particular elements in a large collection
of elements. Selective visual attention has been well stud-
ied, and several standardized psychological tests have been
developed to measure the corresponding skills [17].

2.4 Preliminary hypothesis
As said, we expect that most differences of performance that
arise when using large vs. standard displays to perform some
3D interaction tasks, could be explained by different user
profiles. So at the beginning of our study, we formulate the
two global preliminary hypotheses related to the impact of
large displays:

1. Even if it can be stated that large displays do globally
improve users’ performances in case of 3D interaction



task, we moderate this fact by saying that not all users
could benefit similarly from large displays. We state
that visual attention ability is a suited cognitive factor
to construct users groups that react differently in front
of the large display.

2. Even if it can be stated that large displays globally
improve users’ performances in case of 3D interaction
task, we moderate this fact by saying that not all in-
teraction task could be improved similarly from large
displays. We study 3D traveling tasks and 3D manip-
ulation ones, and want to know which of them could
benefit more specifically from large displays.

To verify and quantify these two hypotheses, we have led
an experimentation where three different factors are consid-
ered : (i) selective visual attention ability, (ii) performances
during travel and manipulation tasks, (iii) size of display
for visualization (hemispherical wall vs. standard desktop
display). The resulting data of the experimentation was sta-
tistically processed. To have significant results, 40 subjects
participated to the experimentation. The next section gives
a technical description of this experimentation.

3. EXPERIMENTATION
3.1 Participants
40 right-handed scientific high-school volunteer students, 20
men and 20 women, completed this study. The age range
was 20 to 35 years old. All subjects had a regular practice
of interaction with computer, but none of them ever ex-
perimented immersive virtual reality before. None of them
felt simulator sickness during virtual reality tasks. Video
game practice was controlled thanks to a questionnaire that
measured the average time spent on video games per week.
Thanks to this number of subjects (40), we can make sta-
tistic parametric analysis. Traditionally, these parametric
tests can be carried out on groups of more than 15 subjects.

3.2 Visual attention ability measurement
The visual attention factor was measured with a test from
the TAP (Test for Attentional Performance) [17]. The user
has to find a target (a square opened at the top) in a 5x5
grid of similar squares (see in Figure 1). The score of visual
scanning is the average of reaction time for correct answers.
The faster the reaction times are, the higher the visual at-
tention abilities are. Subjects are classified (high vs. low
visual attention abilities) depending on the median of visual
scanning scores.

3.3 Large display vs. monitor desktop
The following two displays were used during our experimen-
tation (see Figure 2):

1. A large hemispherical projection wall (3.30 m x 2.80 m)
with a video-projection system

2. A standard 15” TFT display (0.23 m x 0.30 m)

Each subject passed the experimentation in front of both
displays. The test order was counterbalanced across sub-
jects. As mentioned earlier the field of view was constant in

Figure 1: Test for visual selective attention mea-
surement

the two configurations. In other words, the user was sitting
closer to the TFT display that to the projection wall : 0.5
m in front of the TFT and 5.50 m in front of the large dis-
play. The vertical display field of view could not be exactly
kept constant, because in front of the large display, the sub-
ject vertical field of view is constrained by the subject’s eye
height and the floor. We also choose to neglect the influence
of the curvature of the hemispheric wall (15 degrees). The
luminosity difference between laptop and video projection is
not controlled but the background lighting is kept constant
during all experimentation.

Figure 2: Large display and monitor configuration.

3.4 Tasks : 3D manipulation and travel
The 3D interaction tasks that we have tested, were divided
in two categories: travelling through 3D environments and
manipulation of 3D objects. For each task, a standard
mouse and widget user interface has been implemented, where
the user can specify different kind of motions (slide, walk,
look at, zoom in or out, pan, pitch yaw, roll) by select-
ing the appropriate button, and then define the amplitude
and direction of this motion by mouse interaction (see Fig-
ure 3). These interfaces are similar to some well-known ex-
isting products, such as Blaxxun1 or Cortona2. Reproducing
such interfaces by a home-made implementation was useful
for a precise measurement of performances.

In the travelling task, interaction consists in controlling the

1www.blaxxun.com
2www.parallelgraphics.com/products/cortona



camera position and orientation while navigating in a 3D
environment. The user has to reach a flickering chair in a
sparse chairs environment. In order to limit user’s mislead-
ing during travel, we set several constraints on motions: (i)
translations are restricted to an horizontal plan (Walk) and
to the frontal plane (Slide), (ii) the user can visually explore
its environment only with yaw and pitch rotations (Look).
Naive travel and prime travel tasks are distinguished. In the
prime travel task, the next chair is always visible whereas
it is not in the naive travel task. In the travelling task,
the measured performance is the total amount of chairs
that have been reached within the duration of the task (4
minutes).

In the manipulation task, interaction consists in controlling
the position and orientation of a 3D object. The user has to
manipulate a chair in order to put it on its feet onto a box.
In the manipulation task, the measured performance is the
total amount of chairs that have been correctly positioned
within the duration of the task (4 minutes).

In these three tasks, the highest score which can be reached
is 30.

Figure 3: Travels (a) and manipulation (b) inter-
faces.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the end of the experimentation, the performances of each
subject during travel and manipulation tasks, both in front
of a standard and a large display, have been measured. We
have also created two groups of users according to the level
of their selective visual attention skills. The three tasks
are by nature very different and we have chosen to consider
them individually. For each task, we achieve a two-ways
ANOVA (analysis of variance) to analyze the variation of
performance when considering the two factors of display size
and visual attention.

According to the results of this experimentation and these
ANOVA, three different questions should be answered to:

1. Is there a significant difference between the means of
performances obtained on large displays vs. standard
desktop monitors (defined as Display Size Effect) ?

2. Is there a significant difference between the means of
performances obtained by subjects with low vs. high
visual attention abilities (defined as Visual Atten-
tion Effect)?

Table 1: Descriptive statistics : prime travel task
(m=mean; SD= standard deviation)

Desktop Monitor Large Display
High vis att m=17,40 sd=6,59 m=17,45 sd=6,80
Low vis att m=16,40 sd=6,95 m=18,00 sd=7,29

Table 2: Descriptive statistics : naive travel task
(m=mean; SD= standard deviation)

Desktop Monitor Large Display
High vis att m=8,10 SD=2,86 m=8,40 SD=2,56
Low vis att m=7,35 SD=4,11 m=9,60 SD=2,37

3. Is there a significant difference between the four dif-
ferences of means that combine display size and visual
attention skills (defined as Display size * Visual
Attention Interaction Effect)? If we observe this
latter effect (we call it Interaction Effect in the re-
mainder of the paper), we can complete the study by
performing a Student T-test which allows us to con-
cludes statistically by comparing the four latter means,
pair by pair.

The whole results of our two-ways ANOVA are now pre-
sented. For each ANOVA, we present the descriptive statis-
tics of our population. We detail only significant result

4.1 Prime travel task
The descriptive statistics are presented in table 1. For this
task, whatever the subject (low vs. high visual attention
abilities) no significant performance differences are observed
neither on large displays (m=17,73; SD=6,97) or on desktop
monitors (m=16,90; SD=6,70). The maximum score can be
reached is 30. Only some subjects reached this score.

4.2 Naive travel task
The descriptive statistics are presented in table 2. For the
naive travel task, a display size effect (F (39, 1) = 7, 772; p <
0.05) and an interaction effect between display size and vi-
sual attention factors (F (39, 1) = 4, 545; p < 0.05) are ob-
served. The display size effect shows that performances for
naive travel are significantly better on the large display.

To better understand the interaction effect between display
size and visual attention, we performed a comparison of per-
formances (Student T-test) between the two groups of sub-
jects (low and high visual attention abilities). The result
of this comparison (see in Figure 4) is that subjects with
low visual attention skills significantly improve their perfor-
mances in front of large displays (t(19) = −3, 028; p < 0.05)
(see the three stars in Figure 4), whereas the subjects with
high visual attention abilities have similar performances on
both displays (t(19) = −0, 562; p > 0.05). So, our exper-
iment exhibits a very interesting inversion of relative per-
formances between users with high visual attention abilities
and users with low visual attention abilities. Whereas the
performances of the latter group are quite weak on the desk-
top monitor, they drastically improve their performances in
front of a large display, and become even better that the



Table 3: Descriptive statistics : manipulation task
(m=mean; SD= standard deviation)

Desktop Monitor Large Display
High vis att m=4,85 SD=2,54 m=4,95 SD=2,44
Low vis att m=5,05 SD=2,58 m=6,65 SD=3,05

users with high visual abilities. This rather surprising effect
should clearly be studied more deeply in future work.

Figure 4: Naive travel : performances differ-
ences depend on user’s visual attention abili-
ties(bars=standard deviation, *** statically signif-
icant).

4.3 Manipulation task
The descriptive statistics are presented in table 3. Results
for manipulation task are very similar to those observed
for the naive travel task. The display size effect also oc-
curs (F (39, 1) = 4, 247; p < 0.05). There is also a inter-
action effect between display size and visual attention but
it is smaller (F (39, 1) = 3, 306; p = 0.08) than for the naive
travel task. The comparison of performances by the Student
T-test between the two groups of subjects for the manipula-
tion task is shown in Figure 4. As with the naive travel task,
subjects with low visual attention abilities significantly im-
prove their performances in front of large displays (t(19) =
−2, 686; p < 0.05) (see the three stars in Figure 4), whereas
the subjects with high visual attention abilities have similar
performances on both displays (t(19) = −0, 175; p > 0.05).

4.4 Discussion
As said above, our study can be seen as an extension of the
previous studies that were proposed by Patrick et al. [8] and
Tan et al. [14, 15, 13]. The tasks studied by Patrick (3D
navigation and cognitive map construction) and Tan (spatial
orientation) involved spatial, memory abilities and cognitive
component of the navigation task. Our study showed that
some perceptual-motor tasks, such as travel or manipulation
tasks, can also benefit from a visualization on large displays.
But we think that the most interesting result that can be ex-
hibited from our three statistical analysis is that the impact
of large displays depends both on the nature of the 3D inter-
action task, and on some parameters of the user’s cognitive
profile. More precisely, we show a correlation between visual
attention skills and performances in front of large displays.

Figure 5: Manipulation: performances differ-
ences depend on users’ visual attention abilities
(bars=standard deviation, *** statically signifi-
cant).

4.4.1 Impact of large displays depends on the nature
of the task.

Large displays positively impact on manipulation and naive
travel task performances. There is no gain for prime travel
task. Therefore, it is not true that all 3D interaction tasks
are more efficiently performed in front of a large display.
We can explain this difference by considering that the three
interaction tasks we measured have different levels of com-
plexity. By definition, the naive travel task is more com-
plex than the prime travel task. Indeed, naive travel con-
sists in two steps : (i) search for the next target and (ii)
reach the next target. Whereas prime travel only involves
the second step. The perceptual-motor action involved in
manipulation and travel tasks are quite similar: for both
tasks, the user has to control six degrees of freedom that
represent 3D geometric transformations (translations and
rotations). The main difference is how the point of view is
managed. During travel, the user has a subjective point of
view as he/she moves the camera viewpoint. During manip-
ulation, the user has a global, external view of the object
that he/she is moving. Thus, we can assume that travel
tasks are egocentric tasks whereas manipulation tasks are
exocentric. Tan et al. [14, 15, 13] have showed that posi-
tive impact of large displays is linked with presence feeling
and egocentric tasks. Our results showed clearly a positive
impact of large displays for exocentric tasks such as manip-
ulation. The exocentric tasks tested by Tan [13] are not
interactive (mental rotation). This difference of result with
Tan can be explained because our exocentric task is inter-
active. Thus we can conclude that a large display can have
a positive impact to perform an interactive exocentric task.
We assume that presence feeling become more evident in an
interactive exocentric task that in a passive exocentric task.
So as conclusion, we make the hypothesis that large dis-
plays have a better impact on complex 3D interactive tasks
(egocentric or exocentric). However, these task characteris-
tics (complexity, egocentric, exocentric) have to be refined
in futur works.

4.4.2 Impact of large displays depends on the user
cognitive profile and tasks.

There is a significant correlation between visual attention
and performances for naive travel tasks. A tendency of cor-



relation (p = 0,08) can be observed for manipulation tasks.
This confirms ours hypotheses that performances in virtual
reality are linked with attention visual abilities [2, 4, 16].
Arthur [2] also states that visual attention is a robust pre-
dictor. Only users with low visual attention abilities improve
significantly their performances in front of large displays. To
explain this result, the compensation theory [3] can be used.
The theoretical framework of compensation states that users
with difficulties can compensate them using some cognitive
aids. In our case, large displays can be considered as cogni-
tive aids for users with low visual attention abilities.

This result is consistant with literature. Indeed, positive
impact of large displays is often considered as linked with
presence feeling [8, 14, 15, 13], and presence feeling related
to visual attention abilities. In this paper, we show clearly
the link between large displays and visual attention abilities.

Moreover, some other hypotheses can be made to explain
this positive effect of large display for people with difficul-
ties in visual attention. One hypothesis is the impact of the
distance perception. Indeed, although the retinal image of
the virtual environment is the same whatever the display
size, the distance between the user and the large display or
the desktop monitor is not the same. Thus, the distance
perception between the user and the display can be influ-
enced the perception, the object size can be interpreted as
more realistic in the large display comparing to the desktop
monitor. Subjects with low visual attention have perhaps
different visual attention strategy depending on the distance
between desktop and large display.

An other hypothesis can be the newness effect. Indeed, a
task performs on a large display is newer than a task per-
formed on a desktop monitor. A new task can be more
attractive for subjects with low attention abilities and can
helpful them to be concentrate on the tasks. A repetition
of this experiment during a long period can be help to mea-
sured the impact of this effect.

Starting from theses assumptions, we are currently perform-
ing some additional tests to further explain the link between
large displays, nature of the tasks and users abilities. For
example, we can explore the impact of the nature of the
tasks (egocentric vs. exocentric; simple vs. difficult) study-
ing the links between display size, performances and other
cognitive factors such as field dependence, .

5. CONCLUSION
In this experimental work, we have studied the impact of
large displays on the performance of different kind of 3D
interaction tasks (travel and manipulation). Although a
global positive impact on performances is currently assumed,
we have moderated this general assumption by showing, first
that all users do not benefit similarly from the use of large
displays, and second, that performance gains depend on the
nature of the interaction task.

To explain positive impact of large displays, previous argu-
mentation [8, 14] was based on the better ”presence” feeling
offered by large displays. We have proposed a novel di-
rection to explain this positive impact, by considering the
factor of visual attention. Our specific result is that users

who have low visual selective attention abilities benefit more
from large displays than others. In other words, large dis-
plays can be considered as a cognitive help for this family
of users. An other result is that the gain of performances
front of large displays is not the same for all 3D interaction
tasks. Our first hypothesis was that the gain offered by a
large display was related to the nature of the task (egocen-
tric vs. exocentric). Our results show that this hypothesis
is not valid. Indeed, large displays have a positive impact
on egocentric (travel) and exocentric (manipulation) tasks.
Whereas, this performance gain is not systematic. Futur
works must explore the nature of the tasks, for example
their difficulty. Indeed, the easiest task (prime travel) does
not profit of large display.

Pragmatically, the results of the present experimentation
can be used as a supplementary choice criteria when argu-
ing for the use of a large display for a 3D interaction task. In
the case of a single-user application, it might be interesting
to elaborate his/her cognitive profile in order to make the
best choice. For instance, if a chemist has a high level of
visual attention abilities, a large display is not necessarily
relevant in the case of 3D molecule manipulation. These re-
sults constitute a new step in the study of performances gain
related to the display size. Actually, we are carrying out a
systematic and large study to identify a wider set of influent
cognitive factors in virtual reality such as field dependence,
memory capacities, motor skills... A better understanding
of the cognitive abilities involved in the virtual reality tasks
may help designers to built systems more adapted to hu-
mans.
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